Star sensor is a preferred attitude measurement device for its extremely high accuracy. Star acquisition is the essential and critical procedure, which is aiming at acquiring accurate star areas. However, degenerated acquisition results under complex conditions become one of the major restrictions for modern star sensor. In this paper, an accurate and autonomous star acquisition method is proposed. Mathematical morphology and variable thresholding are combined for accurate star extraction; motion PSF is estimated in frequency domain and nonlinear filter is adopted for star restoration. Accurate star acquisition can be achieved based on only one star image. Simulations and laboratory experiments are conducted for verification. Several existing methods are also reproduced for comparison. Acquisition results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective and an excellent performance can be achieved autonomously under complex conditions, along with more detected stars and improved acquisition accuracy.
Introduction
Star sensor is a promising attitude measurement device in celestial navigation for its high accuracy and excellent autonomy [1] [2] [3] . The main working procedures of star sensor include star acquisition, star centroiding, star identification, and attitude calculation. Star acquisition is an essential and crucial step, which is to obtain accurate star areas from star image. Both the accuracy and the amount of acquired stars have great influence on system performance. Under favorable working conditions, where the imaging background is clean and the vehicle is steady, star acquisition can be easily achieved and the location accuracy is high. However, in advanced applications such as high-resolution observation, deep space exploration, and defense tasks, star sensor must work under complex conditions [4] [5] [6] . Different types of interferences, such as Gaussian noise, single point noise, and uneven illumination are inevitable during imaging. These interferences will pollute the star image, making it difficult to detect stars form background and bringing in centroiding error. More remarkably, the excessively dispersed and trailed star energy caused by vibration and maneuvering will enlarge location error drastically. Consequently, the performance of star sensor will reduce or even become invalid due to the unsatisfied star acquisition results. Therefore, declined performance of star acquisition becomes one of the major constraints for further applications of star sensor.
To improve the star acquisition performance under undesirable conditions, several algorithms have been proposed. Arbabmir gave out an integrated scheme including noise reduction, star extraction, and star centroiding, which can improve the star acquisition accuracy under uneven illumination [7] . Zhou et al. introduced a star map denoising method via spare representation and dictionary learning [8] . Jiang et al. showed a robust and accurate star segmentation algorithm based on morphology, which can eliminate imaging noise effectively [9] . Considering deduced location accuracy of a motion blurred star, Sun et al. proposed a star acquisition method and the location accuracy is about 0.8 pixels under dynamic imaging condition of 0.8 ∘ /s [10] . To further improve the dynamic performance, Sun et al. present a star restoration method with the assistance of MEMSgyros, and the centroiding accuracy is about 0.2 pixels at 2 ∘ /s under clean background [11] . However, these methods can either eliminate only one type of interference or need the help of other devices. Under the influence of different 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering types of interferences, they may fail in operation due to their inconformity with complex situations and the unreliability of assistant devices. Therefore, the algorithm for accurate and autonomous star acquisition under complex conditions is still eagerly needed and is of great significance for a star sensor. In this paper, an accurate and autonomous star acquisition method under complex conditions is proposed. Mathematical morphology and variable thresholding are combined for accurate star extraction; the motion PSF is estimated in frequency domain and nonlinear filter is adopted for star restoration. The star energy can be extracted and recovered based on only one star image. Star images for testification are generated through simulation and laboratory experiment. Star acquisition is conducted using proposed method and several existing methods. Acquisition results show that the proposed method is effective and an excellent performance can be achieved autonomously along with more detected stars and improved acquisition accuracy.
Star Measurement Model and Analysis

Star Measurement Model.
The basic star measurement model for a star sensor can be described using the pinhole model [1] , as shown in Figure 1 . The star spot is accumulated to a light spot during exposure time. Optical defocus is moderately implemented to get subpixel location accuracy of star spot. The th measurement star vector V in imaging frame ( , , ) can be expressed using
where is the focal length of the optical system and ( , ) is the star centroid.
Star Measurement Analysis.
Under real imaging conditions, several interferences should be taken into consideration at the same time. Numerous studies have been conducted on star imaging noise, including detector noise and environment noise [12] [13] [14] [15] . In this paper, single point noise, uneven background illumination, and Gaussian noise are taken into account: single point noise can represent the abnormal response of single pixel; uneven background illumination is a common imaging situation under the effect of stray light, moonlight, or sunlight, especially when the system is working on low orbit or endoatmosphere; other noises, such as dark current noise and quantization noise, can be summarized into Gaussian noise for their randomness. These noises together can describe most of the imaging noise for a star sensor. Motion is another important interference which will largely affect the star centroiding. Under the influence of maneuvering and vibration, star spot location will change and the star energy will be trailed. For the exposure time is relatively short, the speed of movement can be regarded as constant during exposure time. Thus, the measured star vector is described as
where ( , ) is the error caused by noise and ( , ) is the error caused by movement, and
where V and V are the velocity on and direction separately and is exposure time. Figure 2 shows the star measurement under complex conditions.
Star Acquisition
The core idea of accurate star acquisition is to distinguish the star energy from background and converge it into a reasonable area. The acquisition method is sketched as follows: the star extraction is carried out through combining morphological processing and variable thresholding; the motion PSF is estimated based on star image in frequency domain and nonlinear filter is utilized to star restoration. The working procedure is shown in Figure 3 .
Star Extraction.
Star extraction is aiming at extracting star area from background and is the prerequisite for star acquisition. Under influence of various interferences, we can hardly get satisfied results by an individual method. This paper combines morphological processing and variable thresholding to obtain accurate star area. As analysed in Section 2, various noise may lead to decreased SNR and should be eliminated firstly. The most obvious specialty for noise pixels is that there exists saltation between noise and background. By meaning of finding out the saltation, the noise pixels can be distinguished. Isotropic filter, whose response is independent of the direction of the discontinuities in image, is widely used for border detection and can be suitable for preliminary noise pixel processing. The Laplacian Filter (LF) [16] is the simplest isotropic filter and is defined as
The original LF only takes the and directions into account; here we extend the original filter by adding second derivatives on 45 ∘ and 135 ∘ directions, respectively:
Then the template is isotropic on both axis and 45 ∘ directions, with which we can get a better result than before. The Extended Laplacian Filter (ELF) can be expressed as 
and the extended Laplacian operator is
The noise detection operation using ELF is
where ( , ) is the gray value of original image, ( , ) is the results, and is −1.
After noise pixel detection, erosion is adopted for noise elimination. Erosion is a representative operation in morphology algorithm. The erosion can be expressed as
where represents the image after ELF operation, ( , ) is the structural element value of operator at pixel ( , ), and is the domain of . Since the sizes of noise pixels are smaller than 3 × 3 and the scale of stars spot is larger than 3 × 3 pixels [17] , the size of operator is set as 3. With erosion operation, only star areas and gradually changed background are remaining in star image.
After noise elimination, a convenient way for star extraction is global thresholding. However, it may lead to large location error with the effect of uneven background. Under such situations, variable thresholding is an effective technic. Considering the request for real-time performance and stability, a variable thresholding using moving averages is adopted in this paper.
The moving average on pixel ( , ) is
where is the length for calculating the average. The scanning of star image is carried out line by line. To avoid invalid operations near the edge, the borders of image are padded with ( − 1) zeros. For star sensor, the size of a star spot is about 3 × 3∼9 × 9 pixels and the width will be within 9 pixels even for blurred stars. Meanwhile, the size of a detector is 1024 or larger and there will be no severe background changes within several pixels. According to analysis above and parameters of our facilities, the length is set as 50. Additionally, the moving average may seem to be time-consuming. Fortunately, modern FPGA are good at logical and arithmetic operations, making it easy to achieve fast calculation of (10) on hardware.
At last, the thresholding matrix is expressed as
where is the adjustment factor and is set as 0.8. 
Star Restoration.
Under dynamic imaging conditions, the star area is dragged and the centroiding error will be unacceptable without any restoration or compensation. Several algorithms have been proposed for star restoration or motion compensation [11, 18, 19] . However, angular velocity information provided by gyros is indispensable in these algorithms, which complicates the navigation system and blemishes the autonomy of star sensor. To solve this problem, star restoration algorithm based on one star image is proposed in this paper. The restoration contains motion PSF estimation and restoration algorithm.
PSF Estimation Based on Radon Transformation in
Frequency Domain. Radon transformation for 2D image can be defined as [20] ( , )
where is the distance between original point and line ( , ), is the angle between and direction, = cos + cos , and is the impulse function.
The value of Radon transformation is the image projection on ( , ), as shown in Figure 4 .
When is from 0 ∘ to 180 ∘ , projections on different directions are received. Then max making the max value is corresponding to the motion direction and the relationship is
The motion length is obtained in frequency domain. Considering the Fourier transformation of blurred star,
where is the blurred star image, is the ideal image, ( , V) is noise, is the exposure time, 0 ( ), 0 ( ) are the motion function, and and are the pixel value on and direction separately. And the Fourier transformation of PSF is As the exposure time is short enough, the motion function can be regarded as uniform linear motion: 0 ( ) = / , 0 ( ) = / . Then the discretised results are
It is obvious that and sin( ( / + V / )) have the same periodicity. So the value of will obtain fringes in frequency spectrum, and the width of fringe is
where = cos , = sin , and is the motion length. For most star sensors, the detector has the same pixel value on and direction separately, so the motion length is
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In conclusion, the PSF can be calculated through following procedures: conduct Radon transformation and get its direction max where is maximum; the direction max + 90 ∘ is the motion direction; then conduct Fourier transformation and Radon transformation on max direction to get the width of fringe ; the motion length is calculated using formula (18).
Star Restoration Filter Design Based on Lucy-Richardson
Lucy-Richardson (L-R) algorithm can convolve the image through interaction and calculate the maximum likelihood estimation as the restoration result with known PSF. The restoration filter is deduced as follow.
Considering Bayes formula
then ( ) is
Used in star restoration, ( ) represents restored star ( , ), ( ) represents blurred star (,), ( | ) represents the PSF (̇− ,̇− ) of ( , ), and then,
Transfer to digital domain
Rewrite (22) using iteration
wherê( , ) is the estimation on time . Set the starting value aŝ0( , ) = ( , ); formula (23) is the restoration operation. Table 2 . A typical image is shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that the star energy distribution is largely influenced by interferences. Part of star energy is submerged in noise and the SNR of stars is also different within one image under uneven background. What is more, the star energy is excessively tailed under dynamic conditions, adding large location error for accurate star acquisition. Star acquisition is conducted using proposed method. Sun et al. 's method [10] is also reproduced for comparison. Considering the absence of consideration for dynamic condition in Arbabmir et al. 's method [7] , we combine Arbabmir et al. 's method and Sun et al. 's method as another comparison: Arbabmir et al. 's method is adopted for star extraction, followed by star restoration algorithm described in Sun et al. 's method. In the two comparisons, the precision of MEMSgyros is set as 100 ∘ /h, which is a typical value for nowadays products. All of the calculations in this paper are achieved using MATLAB (R2013a) in a PC with Intel Core Duo 3.20 GHz, 4 GB RAM. The typical results of three methods are shown in Figure 6 .
Simulations and Experiments
It can be seen from Figure 6 that all of the three methods can eliminate some interferences, even with different effects. In Sun et al. 's method, there remains much noise, especially the uneven background. Due to the uncleanness of star image, the restoration algorithm cannot perform well. Some noise pixels are magnified after restoration and may be wrongly identified as a star. In the combined method, most of the noise can be eliminated and the restoration results seem to be acceptable. However, under dynamic conditions, the star energy will not follow Gaussian distribution and the SNR is much lower than that under static conditions. What is more, Mathematical Problems in Engineering since Arbabmir et al. 's extraction algorithm is designed for static conditions, the blurred star energy distribution may be changed during extraction under dynamic conditions, resulting in insufficient restored energy distribution. It should be also known that both of the two methods cannot achieve star restoration with absence of angular rate information from gyros. In our method, external information is not needed during star acquisition. Different types of interferences are eliminated, bringing a clean background for star image. The star areas can be exactly extracted from background. Star energy can be restored and gathered within 3∼9 pixels, which is almost the same with star energy distribution under static conditions.
Total Number of Extracted Stars.
To verify the superiority of our method on the quantity of star extraction, the total number of acquired stars is counted and shown in Table 3 . The acquired ratios of Sun et al. 's method and the combined method are 77.49% and 94.53%, respectively. They cannot satisfy the requirement for star identification. What is more, there exist 8 falsely detected stars in Sun et al. 's method, which may lead to failed star matching. The extracted ratio of proposed method is 99.04% with no falsely detected stars, which performs best in the three methods.
Motion PSF Estimation Accuracy.
The accuracy of motion PSF estimation has a great influence on star restoration and should be discussed here. The estimation results of each star image are shown in Figure 7 . The average value for estimated motion direction is 44.93 ∘ , and the error is −0.15 ∘ (in 1 ). The motion length on detector should be 32.8 pixels according to simulation settings. The average value for estimated motion length is 32.9 pixels, and the error is 0.64 pixels (in 1 ), which is less than 1 pixel. Since the resolution of restoration algorithm is 1 pixel on detector, our PSF estimation method can guarantee the restoration with high accuracy.
Star Acquisition Accuracy.
To show the star acquisition accuracy, centroids of obtained stars are calculated using traditional weighted centroiding method. The true value of star location on imaging detector can be decided through coordinate transformation according to star catalogue and star camera parameters. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of extracted stars in each star image is shown in Figure 8 . In the simulation, the centroiding error of proposed method is better than 0.06 pixels, which is much smaller than that of the other two methods.
In conclusion, compared with other methods, the proposed star acquisition method is proved to perform better in terms of interferences elimination, star extraction, star location, and autonomy.
Experiment and Analysis.
Laboratory experiments are conducted for further verification. The experiment facilities include a 3-axis turntable, a single star simulator, and a star sensor. The parameters of star sensor are the same as those in the simulation and parameters of other facilities are listed in Table 4 . The star location error caused by these facilities (after calibration) is less than 0.01 pixels. The star sensor is fixed on the inner frame of the turntable and the initial optical axes of the star sensor and the star simulator are parallel. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 9 . To arouse the noise of components of star sensor, the temperature of star sensor during experiment is about 38∼50 ∘ C, which is higher than ideal conditions. Stray light is added from one side of the star sensor. 
Star Acquisition under Static
(g) (h) (i) Figure 10 : Typical stars under static conditions. The angles between the axis of star sensor and the axis of star simulator are (a) −4 Figure 11 : Star location error.
at different turntable positions are captured. A group of stars is shown in Figure 10 . 10 star images are captured on each angular position. It can be seen from Figure 10 that, with the influence of stray light and uneven illumination, the brightness and energy distribution of observed star changes. In Figure 10 (a), the star energy distribution is regular and the star is bright enough for star acquisition; in Figure 10 (i), the energy distribution is abnormal and the star is dimmer than Figure 10 (a). The star acquisition is conducted using the global thresholding method, Arbabmir et al. 's method, and proposed method, followed by weighted centroiding method for star location calculation. The results are shown in Figure 11 . For global thresholding method, the location accuracy can be easily influenced. The error is 0.13 pixels in average and can reach about 0.35 pixels under undesirable conditions in Figure 10 (i). Arbabmir et al. 's method has almost the same performance as ours under static conditions and the mean error is 0.05 pixels. The location error of proposed method is 0.04 pixels in average. The maximum of location error is 0.08 pixels, proving that our method can be hardly influenced by interferences. Figure 12 . It is obvious that the original star is unavailable for star identification, for its centroiding error can be several pixels. The acquired stars using proposed method are much better than original ones. Most of the star energy is concentrated within about 7 pixels around the centroid, which is good for centroid calculation. The PSF estimation results are shown in Figure 13 (a), along with the statistics of restored energy within 7 pixels. The mean error of PSF estimation is 0.48 pixels. Under dynamic conditions of 2 ∘ /s, the estimation error is 0.8 pixels, which is corresponding to the simulations results. It can be concluded that the PSF estimation accuracy is high enough under various dynamic conditions, which is the guarantee for accurate star restoration. Most of the star energy can be gathered around the centre, which is corresponding to static conditions. Figure 13(b) shows the mean star location error under different angular rates. Even influenced by motion, the accuracy is significantly improved. Under low dynamic conditions of 1 ∘ /s or less, the centroiding error is better than 0.08 pixels and the error is less than 0.12 pixels under high dynamic conditions of 2 ∘ /s, which is at the same level with simulations and static experiments.
Star Acquisition under
Star Acquisition under Varying Angular
Rate. Experiments under varying angular rate are also conducted. The angular rate fits sine curve on direction, whose peak value is 2 ∘ /s and period is 10 s. A typical star under about 1.8 ∘ /s is shown in Figure 14 (a) and its acquisition result is shown in Figure 14 It is obvious that the original star is unavailable for star identification, for its centroiding error can be several pixels. The acquired star using proposed method is much better than original one. Most of the star energy is concentrated within about 7 pixels around the centroid, which is good for centroid calculation. The restored energy distribution fits idea Gaussian distribution well, leading to better centroiding accuracy. Figure 15 illustrates the accuracy of restored star under varying dynamic conditions. It can be seen that the centroiding errors vary little during experiment, proving that the error caused by slew can be effectively eliminated using proposed method. Under relatively low angular rate, the centroiding error can be about 0.05∼0.08 pixels, which is corresponding to that under static conditions and fixed angular rate. The error can be still maintained within 0.15 pixels under 2 ∘ /s or 1.26 ∘ /s 2 , showing the adaptability of proposed method. The statistics of centroiding error during the experiment is 0.062 pixels (in 1 ). The acquisition results are at the same level with that in simulations and fixed angular rates experiments.
In this section, various simulations and experiments are conducted for verification, followed by analysis and discussion. Both simulations and experiments results demonstrate the effectiveness, robustness, and high accuracy of proposed method in star acquisition. 
Conclusion
A star acquisition method for star sensor under complex conditions is proposed in this paper. Mathematical morphology and variable thresholding are combined for accurate star extraction; motion PSF is estimated in frequency domain and nonlinear filter is adopted for star restoration. Accurate star acquisition can be achieved autonomously under complex imaging conditions. Star images are simulated to test our method. Star acquisition is conducted using proposed method and two other methods. Simulation results show that the star location error of proposed method is about 0.06 pixels, along with more extracted stars, which is much better than the other two methods. Laboratory experiment is conducted for further verification. Experiment results demonstrate that the location error can be better than 0.15 pixels under various dynamic conditions and the restored star energy fits the Gaussian distribution well. The proposed star acquisition method is proved to get an excellent performance in terms of acquired number, star location accuracy, and autonomy. 
